1. Introduction {#sec0001}
===============

Over the last two decades, task-based functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) has been employed to investigate functional neuroanatomical networks that relate to cognition following mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI; [@bib0049]). Measurement of blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) signal changes in mTBI during cognitive performance can reveal greater increases (i.e. hyperactivation) and decreases (i.e. hypoactivation) in neural activation across a range of brain regions when compared to a healthy control group. A reduction in neural activity compared to controls has been suggested as a disruption of functional efficiency leading to poorer task performance ([@bib0012]; [@bib0030]), whereas increased activation has been theorized as compensatory or due to the recruitment of additional resources to facilitate behavioral responses to cognitive demands ([@bib0071]; [@bib0079]).

The earliest example of fMRI research into mTBI reported greater activation in the frontal-temporal and lateral parietal regions, despite similar behavioral performance to controls, during a task of working memory ([@bib0054]). More recent studies investigating the differences in brain activity between healthy controls and patients with mTBI have identified changes in several areas of the brain that serve higher-order cognitive processes, including the dorsolateral and ventrolateral prefrontal cortices (DLPFC and VLPFC), anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), supramarginal gyrus (SMG), and posterior areas such as the thalamus and cerebellum ([@bib0010]; [@bib0018]; [@bib0034]; [@bib0040]; [@bib0050]; [@bib0073]; [@bib0082]; [@bib0084]). Conversely, other studies have shown decreased activation (i.e. hypoactivation) when tasks examining executive functions were less challenging ([@bib0055]) and in pediatric samples ([@bib0034]; [@bib0042]). Furthermore, some studies have observed no BOLD differences between groups ([@bib0025]; [@bib0075]; [@bib0077]), highlighting issues of inter-subject variability, timing in post-injury assessment, and differences in the method of fMRI analysis ([@bib0049]). Thus, the use of a quantitative meta-analysis to address experiment-specific variation and identify common mTBI-related neural activation differences across cognitive tasks is warranted.

The Activation Likelihood Estimation (ALE) meta-analysis method ([@bib0022]) is a quantitative voxel-wise meta-analysis technique that compares the results of neuroimaging studies using reported coordinates in a standardized 3D atlas space in order to identify consistently activated neuroanatomical regions. In a meta-analysis using this methodology, [@bib0024] identified several regions of greater and lesser activation in mTBI compared with healthy controls. The pattern of brain activation suggested reduced activity in anterior regions (e.g. bilateral DLPFC and ACC) and increased activity in posterior regions (e.g. cerebellum, insula, and SMG). Additional findings from [@bib0007], which included an ALE meta-analysis on working memory experiments, suggest that the type of task and its relative cognitive difficulty may also partially explain the differential activation patterns displayed in mTBI patients.

However, a recent report of error in multiple-comparison corrections in older versions of the meta-analytic software used by the prior meta-analyses has emerged ([@bib0021]). Correcting for multiple comparisons by controlling the (voxel-level) false discovery rate (FDR) leads to inflated positive findings ([@bib0014]; [@bib0023]). Another limitation from prior meta-analyses is the inclusion of data that is derived from explicit region-of-interest (ROI) analyses. This can lead to inflated significance for the respective regions when included with experiments deriving coordinates from a whole-brain analysis ([@bib0061]). Furthermore, due to a small number of studies, prior meta-analyses did not have enough power to explore the effects of experimental variables (e.g. timing post-injury) and were prone to yield clusters of convergence that are almost exclusively driven by single experiments ([@bib0007]; [@bib0024]). Together, these factors may have resulted in a high number of spurious findings in prior meta-analyses. Therefore, the aim of the present study was to perform a fMRI meta-analysis of cognitive-related activation differences between healthy controls and patients with mTBI using the most recent ALE approach and focusing on studies that met more specific methodological inclusion criteria.

2. Methods {#sec0002}
==========

2.1. Data sources and search strategy {#sec0003}
-------------------------------------

A comprehensive literature review was conducted to identify task-based fMRI studies that compared neural responses between patients with mTBI and a healthy control group (see [Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"} for an outline of this process). The following electronic databases were searched: Ovid (MEDLINE® Daily + Epub Ahead of Print + In-Process & Other Non-Indexed Citations, EMBASE Classic + EMBASE, PsycINFO, AMED), EBSCOhost (CINAHL Complete), Wiley Online Library (Cochrane Library), Scopus, and Informit (Health Collection). The searches were confined to full-text research manuscripts published in English and indexed from January 1990 to October 16, 2019.Fig. 1Preferred reporting items of systematic reviews and meta-analyses flow diagram. BOLD, blood oxygenation level dependent; mTBI, mild traumatic brain injury; ROI, region of interest; fMRI, functional magnetic resonance imaging.Fig. 1

Detailed electronic search strategies and syntax were developed in collaboration with a librarian experienced in systematic reviews (see [Appendix 1](#sec0014){ref-type="sec"}). The key search terms included: Glasgow coma outcome; Glasgow coma scale\*; score\*; unconscious\*; Pneumocephalus; rancho los amigos scale; injur\*; trauma\*; damag\*; wound\*; fractur\*; contusion\*; haematoma\*; hematoma\*; haemorrhag\*; hemorrhag\*; pressur\*; lesion\*; destruction\*; oedema\*; edema\*; contusion\*; concus\*; swell\*; bleed\*; mild\*; minor; mtbi; concuss\*; postconcuss\*; post-concuss\*; posttraum\*; post-traum\*; symptom\*; syndrome\*; complaint\*; mri; neuroimag\*; fmri; function\*; magnetic; brain; neuro; imag\*; resonance; Blood Volume; Hemoglobins; Oxygen; blood oxygen level dependent; BOLD; oxyhemoglobin; deoxyhemoglobin; memor\*; cognit\*; executive function\*; executive; dysfunction\*; Motor Skills; functionality; attention; memory; disorder\*; dysfunction; impaired; impairment; difficult\*; problem\*; disability; organiz\*; organis\*; plan\*; manag\*; problem solving; decision making; and disorder. Additional articles were collected by hand-searching reference lists of relevant articles.

2.2. Screening and eligibility {#sec0004}
------------------------------

The assessing author independently evaluated titles and abstracts of identified studies using the web-based reference management program Mendeley (Mendeley Ltd., London, UK). Studies were included if they met the eligibility criteria listed below.(1)Reported original data from a task-based fMRI (review papers excluded).(2)Included an adult sample (\> 18 years) of patients diagnosed with a mTBI using criteria similar to or consistent with the World Health Organization Collaborating Centre Task Force definition ([@bib0009]).(3)Included a whole brain voxel-based BOLD analysis incorporating a cognitive challenge compared with a control (less challenge or baseline) condition (excluding ROI analyses).(4)Activation coordinates reported in standardized stereotaxic space \[either MNI ([@bib0015]) or Talairach ([@bib0076]) space\].(5)Included a healthy control group and presented the results of a 2^nd^-level (group-level) mTBI vs control contrast analysis.

We only included experiments that performed scans from acute to subacute (i.e. acute 0--7 days, subacute 8--89 days) time points post-injury ([@bib0026]). There are many potential confounding factors that would need to be considered if we examined studies including people who sustained their injuries many months or years prior to imaging. If a study did not report the results of a mTBI group separately from moderate/severe TBI participants (e.g. [@bib0074]), they were excluded. Results from pharmacological or psychological intervention experiments were only included if they reported either baseline between-group differences or treatment main effects involving a placebo/control condition (e.g. [@bib0053]). If a study conducted an ANOVA analysis, the information equivalent to the mTBI vs. control contrast from the reported group main effects and interactions was selected (e.g. [@bib0083]). Both greater and lesser (compared to controls) reported activations were included. As the ALE method attempts to identify areas of convergence across significant results, articles that did not report significant findings were unable to be included as there were no coordinates to add to the dataset ([@bib0020]). For articles that reported results from multiple tasks using the same group (e.g. [@bib0040]) or used a longitudinal design (e.g. [@bib0018]), the first contrast of interest was selected to minimize the contribution of any one set of participants to the results from the meta-analysis. We contacted authors of studies who did not report activation coordinates in their paper or presented their results as figures for the additional information (e.g. [@bib0037]). After initial screening, seven publications fulfilled the aforementioned eligibility criteria and were included in the meta-analysis (see [Tables 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"} and [2](#tbl0002){ref-type="table"} for details of the studies and included contrasts).Table 1Description of sample characteristics from the fMRI publications included in the meta-analysis.Table 1StudymTBIControlMean duration between injury and fMRI (days, *SD*/range)Injury mechanism (*n*)Injury classificationSymptomatic patient informationTBI historyStructural imaging pathology (CT or MRI)*N* (% male)Mean age (years, *SD/range*)*N* (% male)Mean age (years, *SD*/range)[@bib0018]15 (80)19.8 (0.9)15 (80)19.8 (1.7)1^st^ scan: 0--2\
2^nd^ scan: 2--14\
3^rd^ scan: 14--60SRC (15)3rd ICCIS\
GCS: NR\
PTA: NR\
LOC: NRSymptoms assessed by SCAT 2.\
1^st^ scan: 15/15 symptomatic\
2^nd^ scan: 3/15 symptomatic\
3^rd^ scan: 2/15 symptomatic7/15 with prior mTBINormal[@bib0040]9 (67)18--219 (67)20--220--7SRC (9)Cantu Grade 1\
GCS: NR\
PTA: NR\
No LOCNRNRNR[@bib0050]16 (50)27.2 (7.6)15 (50)27.3 (7.4)11.9 (5.9)Assault (1)\
Fall (9)\
MVA (5)\
Other (1)ACRM\
GCS: 13--15\
PTA: 0--24 hrs\
LOC: \< 30 min.STAI and BDI-2: emotional functioning index.\
NSI: cognitive and somatic complaint index.\
mTBI had significantly greater symptom severity scores compared with HC.No prior TBINormal[@bib0053]26 (58)28.3 (11.3)31 (45)31.8 (9.7)39 (16.1)NRACRM\
GCS: 14.2 (SD: 1.6)\
PTA: 0--24 hrs\
19/26 had LOC, with mean duration of 4.8 (SD: 10.1) min.NRNRNR[@bib0080]52 (67)3820 (65)3422--69Assault (1)\
Falls (21)\
MVA (27)\
SRC (1)\
Other (2)EFNS\
GCS: 13--15\
PTA: NR\
LOC: \< 30 min.RPQ used to create two subgroups:\
PCC-present: 32\
PCC-absent: 20No prior TBINormal CT scans, microbleeds (≥ 2; 1--10 mm) in 40% of patients.[@bib0082]31 (67)33.6 (13.9)31 (67)33.2 (13.8)64.9 (47.7)NRACRM\
29/31 reported GCS 14.2 (SD: 1), others within mTBI guidelines.\
PTA: 0--24 hrs\
LOC: \< 30 min.NRNo prior TBINormal[@bib0083]25 (44)27.8 (11.1)18 (44)28 (9.2)1^st^ scan 2 (0.9)\
2^nd^ scan: 8.7 (1.2)Assault (2)\
Fall (7)\
MVA (1)\
SRC (13)\
Other (2)Exhibiting two or more of following symptoms: any LOC, persistent headache, blurred vision, confusion, dizziness, memory problems or poor balance and GCS \> 14.\
GCS: 15 (SD: 0)\
7/25 with LOC\
PTA: NRCognitive symptoms as assessed by ImPACT.\
By second scan:\
8/25 complete; 10/25 minimal; and 7/25 moderate cognitive recovery.No prior TBIOne subject included with small area of intraparenchymal hemorrhage as shown on CT scan.[^1]Table 2Experiment and contrast specific details of the fMRI publications included in the meta-analysis.Table 2StudyfMRI paradigmDomainExperimental design: Block or event-relatedSource of coordinates included in the meta- analysesContrast or conditionBehavioural performance between groupsStatistical significance thresholdfMRI acquisition\# Foci mTBI \> Control\# Foci Control \> mTBI[@bib0018]*n*-back: Three conditions (*n* = 1, 2, and 3)Working memoryBlock designTable 3. Session 1. Controls vs Concussed session 12- vs. 1-backEquivalentAFNI, *p* \< .005, min cluster threshold 31 voxels, *p* \< .01 corrected3.0T110[@bib0040]Oculomotor tasks: Saccades and smooth pursuitOculomotor processing and executive functioningBlock designTable 2. Self-paced saccadesSelf-paced saccade vs. reflexive saccadeNot equivalentSPM8, *p* \< .05 FDR corrected3.0T90[@bib0050]Auditory orienteering taskAttentionEvent-relatedTable 3.Attention task vs. visual fixation (baseline)EquivalentAFNI, significance threshold *p* \< .005 uncorrected, min cluster threshold 6 contiguous voxels, *p* \< .05 corrected3.0T06[@bib0053]*n*-back: Four conditions (*n* = 0, 1, 2 and 3)Working memoryBlock designTable 3. Placebo HC \> mTBI3- vs. 0-backEquivalentSPM5, cluster level *p* \< .01 uncorrected1.5T07[@bib0080]*n*-back: Three conditions (*n* = 0, 1, and 2)Working memoryBlock designResults. General linear model, page 5.2- vs. 0-backEquivalentSPM12, *p* \< .001 uncorrected, *p* \< .05 FWE cluster corrected3.0T01[@bib0082]Auditory oddball taskAttentionEvent-relatedTable 3.Target stimuli detection vs. baselineEquivalentSPM5, *p* \< .05 uncorrected3.0T209[@bib0083]*n*-back: Three conditions (*n* = 0, 1, and 2)Working memoryBlock-designTable 7. Group x Load.2- vs. 0-backEquivalentAFNI, significance threshold *p* \< .01, min cluster threshold 39 contiguous voxels, *p* \< .05 corrected.3.0T10[^2]

2.3. Data Extraction and analysis {#sec0005}
---------------------------------

The following data was extracted from each study: first author; year of publication; demographics of mTBI and control subjects (age, number, sex); time to scan following mTBI (the mean/range time between injury and fMRI), injury specific information (mechanism, diagnostic criteria, number of symptomatic/asymptomatic patients and type of measure used, history of previous TBI, and structural imaging findings); task specific (paradigm type, cognitive domain, and if there was a significant difference in behavioral performance between groups); and ALE analysis specific information (source of stereotaxic coordinates, type and number of contrasts included, magnetic field strength (tesla) for fMRI, and whether statistical significance threshold was corrected for multiple comparisons). Independent t-tests and Mann-Whitney U tests were used for all 2-group comparisons (the latter was used when the assumptions of normality and variance heterogeneity were violated).

2.4. ALE analyses {#sec0006}
-----------------

We carried out the ALE meta-analyses using GingerALE v.2.3.6 (brainmap.org/ale). ALE assesses the spatial convergence between reported neuroimaging studies by modelling the reported foci in each study as probability distributions centered on their respective coordinates ([@bib0022]; [@bib0020]). This version has fixed errors in both FDR and Family Wise Error (FWE) cluster-level thresholding calculation codes identified in previous iterations ([@bib0021]). In brief, a bug in the code that incorrectly sorted *P* values before FDR correction found in versions prior to v.2.3.3 allowed for lenient inferences above the cut-off criterion. Additionally, the procedure for establishing the null-distribution of cluster-sizes for cluster-level FWE thresholding contained an error of including all sizes rather than recording the maximum. Prior to a fix in v2.3.2, this resulted in inference based on uncorrected cluster-level *P* values. We used the non-additive algorithm ([@bib0078]) to minimize within-experiment effects. Prior to the analyses, coordinates reported in Talairach space were converted to MNI using GingerALE\'s Talairach to MNI conversion tool. The resulting ALE maps were determined at a recommended cluster-level FWE rate-corrected threshold of *p* \< .05, and a cluster-forming threshold at voxel-level *p* \< .001 with 1000 permutations ([@bib0021]).

Three separate analyses were conducted: (1) The first analysis (7 experiments, 64 foci, 313 subjects) pooled all comparisons between mTBI patients and healthy controls; (2) the second analysis (4 experiments, 41 foci, 153 subjects) only included contrasts that reported greater brain activity (mTBI \> control) in mTBI relative to the healthy control group; and (3) the third analysis (4 experiments, 23 foci, 222 subjects) tested for areas of decreased activation in the mTBI group (mTBI \< controls). For illustration, the ALE maps were displayed using MRIcron ([www.mccauslandcenter.sc.edu/crnl](http://www.mccauslandcenter.sc.edu/crnl){#interref0001}) with anatomical labelling guided by a Colin27_T1_seg_MNI_2 × 2 × 2 template using the Mango visualization program (version 4.0.1. <http://ric.uthscsa.edu/mango/>).

3. Results {#sec0007}
==========

3.1. Description of included studies and participants {#sec0008}
-----------------------------------------------------

The seven included studies recruited a total sample of 174 patients with mTBIs and 139 control participants. The average age of the mTBI group was 29.1 years (*Mdn* = 28.1; *SD* = 6.2; IQR = 25--35; range = 20--38) and more than half were male (57.7%; 95% CI: 44--71%). The control group\'s average age was 29.0 years (*Mdn* = 29.9; *SD* = 5.3; IQR = 25--33; range = 20--34) and more than half were male (59.7%; 95% CI: 47--72%). Independent t-tests revealed no significant differences in sample size (*p* = .440), age (*p* = .977), or sex (*p* = .796) between groups.

Functional imaging was performed at an average of 31.1 days (range = 0--69 days) after head injury. The mechanisms of trauma in the mTBI patients included motor vehicle collisions (*n* = 33), falls (*n* = 37), assault (*n* = 4), sport-related concussion (*n* = 38), and other mechanisms not defined (*n* = 5). Of the five studies that incorporated Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS), post-traumatic amnesia (PTA), and loss of consciousness (LOC) into their diagnosis, three reported GCS scores (*M* = 14.5; *SD* = 0.5) and 26 individuals with mTBI were identified as having some duration of LOC. Two experiments used sport-related concussion diagnostic guidelines ([@bib0018]; [@bib0040]). Four studies included measures of somatic, emotional, and cognitive symptoms that were all greater in the mTBI group ([@bib0018]; [@bib0050]; [@bib0080]; [@bib0083]). Seven individuals with a previous history of mTBI were reported in one study ([@bib0018]). Two studies included subjects with abnormal structural imaging ([@bib0080]; [@bib0083]), consisting of an intraparenchymal hemorrhage (*n* = 1) and microbleeds (*n* = 20).

Four studies used the *n*-back working memory paradigm, two employed attention-based tasks with auditory stimuli, and one study utilized a battery of oculomotor tasks. Block design was used in five of the studies and a 3 T magnet was used most commonly to acquire imaging data. For six out of seven studies, similar performance was reported on the cognitive tasks between the mTBI group and the control group. Only one study reported a difference in behavioral performance between groups ([@bib0040]). The method of fMRI analysis was variable across the range of studies and included uncorrected (*n* = 2) and corrected (*n* = 5) thresholding.

Increased activation in the mTBI group in one or more brain areas was reported in four of seven studies, and the number of foci with increased activation was 11, 9, 20, and 1 across those studies. Decreased activation in the mTBI group in one or more brain areas was reported in four of seven studies, and the number of foci with decreased activation was 1, 6, 7, and 9 across those studies. One study reported 20 areas of increased activation and 9 areas of decreased activation ([@bib0082]).

3.2. ALE findings {#sec0009}
-----------------

In the pooled whole-brain meta-analysis of the seven studies that reported 64 foci of activation, a single activation cluster that differentiated between patients with mTBI and healthy controls was found in the right middle frontal gyrus (MFG, BA 9; see [Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 3](#tbl0003){ref-type="table"}). For the meta-analysis of the four studies reporting 41 foci of increased activation, there were no significant clusters of increased activation in patients with mTBI compared to healthy controls. For the meta-analysis of the four studies reporting 23 foci of decreased activation, the mTBI group showed reduced activation compared with controls within the right MFG (see [Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 3](#tbl0003){ref-type="table"}).Fig. 2Meta-analytical map of pooled activation in mTBI group. Activation was localized within the right middle frontal gyrus. Values indicate MNI-coordinates.Fig. 2Table 3Location of differential activation clusters in the mTBI and control groups.Table 3ContrastAnatomical labelBACluster Size (mm^3^)MNI coordinatesALE (10^−2^)Contributing experimentsxyz*Pooled*Right middle frontal gyrus96165021281.67[@bib0040], [@bib0053], [@bib0082]*mTBI \< control*Right middle frontal gyrus95125023291.48[@bib0053], [@bib0082][^3]Fig. 3Meta-analytical map of reduced activation in mTBI group. Activation was localized within the right middle frontal gyrus. Values indicate MNI-coordinates.Fig. 3

4. Discussion {#sec0010}
=============

The present meta-analysis combined peak activation coordinates from prior task-based fMRI studies to provide an overview of the neural patterns found in acute and subacute mTBI. Seven studies were included in this meta-analysis, and those studies reported inconsistent findings. Across the seven studies, 64 foci of activation, 41 areas of hyperactivation and 23 areas of hypoactivation, were identified. The result of our pooled meta-analysis revealed a single significant activation cluster in the right MFG in those with mTBI compared to controls. Secondary analyses examining the directionality of group contrasts (i.e., mTBI \> controls; mTBI \< controls), revealed less activation in the same cluster in the right MFG in mTBI versus controls. No significant clusters were observed when including contrasts only from experiments reporting greater activations in mTBI.

The total number of included experiments (*n* = 7) was slightly lower compared to previous meta-analyses. Five of the primary studies from [@bib0024] were excluded for being limited to ROI results only ([@bib0011]; [@bib0055]; [@bib0073]), including an adolescent sample ([@bib0044]), or being a resting-state fMRI study ([@bib0051]). Similarly, seven studies from [@bib0007] were excluded for reporting on ROI results only ([@bib0011], [@bib0013]; [@bib0030]; [@bib0054], [@bib0055]; [@bib0073]), or including an adolescent sample ([@bib0064]).

The significant cluster activated in the right MFG during cognitive-based tasks was consistent with the results of previous meta-analyses. However, our study did not support the previous findings of significant clusters in other regions of the frontal-parietal cortex (e.g., anterior cingulate) and in more posterior areas (e.g., cerebellar tonsil). These observations could be accounted for by the differences in the studies included and/or the use of more lenient statistical thresholds used in previous meta-analyses. In the current meta-analysis, the right MFG was reported as a region of activation in five out of seven of the included studies. Examining the results from these studies, three reported a statistically significant reduction in activation in the right MFG ([@bib0053]; [@bib0080]; [@bib0082]), and two reported statistically significant increases in activation in the right MFG ([@bib0018]; [@bib0040]). Potential sources of this variation may be explained by differences in experimental design, analytical methodology, and participant characteristics ([@bib0006]; [@bib0049]; [@bib0065]; [@bib0067]).

Within the prefrontal cortex, the MFG is connected to a network of regions that are commonly co-activated during tasks requiring executive functions ([@bib0016]; [@bib0019]; [@bib0027]). Specifically, the right MFG has been proposed to be a convergence site between the ventral attention network (VAN) and the dorsal attention network (DAN), which work in conjunction to switch between goal-directed and stimulus-driven attention by filtering out distractions and orienting attention to task-relevant information ([@bib0028]; [@bib86]). This region has been suggested to be "circuit-breaker" that interrupts DAN functioning to reorient attention towards novel task-relevant stimuli ([@bib86]; [@bib0039]). In the context of mTBI, previous functional neuroimaging studies have reported differential activation in the right MFG area across a variety of cognitive paradigms with the majority of tasks involving working memory ([@bib0082]; [@bib0018]; van der Horn et al., 2016; [@bib0068]). Taken together, altered recruitment of the right MFG after mTBI may represent an over-arching disruption in modulating attention. These findings are also consistent with resting-state fMRI studies in concussion and mTBI, which have observed altered functional connectivity in the right MFG ([@bib0059]) as well as other regions that mediate internally-oriented processes ([@bib0085]; [@bib0060]; [@bib0005]).

As evidenced in our included experiments (see [Table 2](#tbl0002){ref-type="table"}), the *n*-back paradigm is the most frequently used working memory task in the current mTBI literature. It is used to assess an individual\'s ability to hold information in mind for further processing while subject to increasing cognitive demand ([@bib0063]). Working memory is an area of cognition that has been found to be adversely affected by mTBI ([@bib0017]; [@bib0045]; [@bib0072]). Further, problems with working memory also emerge during the early recovery phase rather than forming part of the initial symptomology ([@bib0057]). Our finding of disturbed right MFG activation in mTBI patients may therefore reflect atypical neurophysiological changes associated with cognitive impairments in memory and attention. This view is supported by functional differentiation evidence that show the right MFG as an area of focus in task demand/novelty processing ([@bib0035]; [@bib0062]).

A novel finding in the present work is that contrast-specific involvement of the right MFG was apparent for our analysis that incorporated hypoactivation findings and not for those that reported hyperactivation. Various authors have attempted to conceptualize the directionality of recruitment in the prefrontal region following brain injury in relation to task performance. It has been proposed that greater activation in response to a cognitively demanding task may represent a transient compensatory effect ([@bib0048]; [@bib0079]), permanent rewiring ([@bib0069]; [@bib0070]), or the result of a native support mechanism to assist in task performance ([@bib0036]; [@bib0058]). Conversely, underactivity (i.e. hypoactivation) may reflect a disruption in this network caused by pathophysiological changes which limit the capacity for focused attention and external goal directed processes ([@bib0012]; [@bib0011]; [@bib0030]; [@bib0042]). Of note, cognitive task performance was mostly equivalent between our meta-analysis group of mTBI and healthy controls (see [Table 2](#tbl0002){ref-type="table"}). In six out of seven studies, the mTBI group performed similarly to the control group on the cognitive task. One methodological constraint with imaging research is requiring near perfect accuracy on tasks to facilitate data interpretation ([@bib0033]). Furthermore, recruitment demand for prefrontal regions following brain injury has been shown to diminish at similar rates in both injured and healthy controls with increased task practice and familiarity ([@bib0058]). Thus, while our findings are in support of functional change in the neuroanatomical region of the MFG, the direction of change (i.e. greater or lesser activation) and the underlying cause are unclear.

From [Tables 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"} and [2](#tbl0002){ref-type="table"}, the description of participant characteristics highlights the scope and context of inter-subject variation in mTBI. Within our mTBI group, the number of sport-related concussions, motor vehicle accidents, and falls as injury mechanisms was relatively similar. However, biomechanical loading data reveal that primary injury strain and impact forces vary considerably depending on injury mechanism and are not uniformly distributed across grey and white matter regions of the brain ([@bib0031]; [@bib0056]). Previous reviews into the adaptive and pathophysiological changes following mTBI ([@bib0004]; [@bib0029]) also highlight the issue of a complex and time-varied injury profile. Although we limited the scope of functional assessment post-injury to the acute-subacute phase, there is no clear consensus on how these processes affect recovery as measured by fMRI after mTBI ([@bib0041]). This is evidenced in longitudinal fMRI studies which showcase varied patterns of within-subject BOLD signal changes ([@bib0018]; [@bib0034]; [@bib0083]). Finally, it is important to note the subset of subjects with complications identified on structural scans. Whereas some definitions of mTBI include patients with intracranial imaging abnormalities ([@bib0043]), it is increasingly more common in current studies to reclassify mTBI into uncomplicated and complicated dichotomies based on CT/MRI findings ([@bib0038]). However, symptom outcomes associated with structural findings remains inconsistent ([@bib0046]; [@bib0047]). Even though our activation clusters were not driven by singular studies (see [Table 3](#tbl0003){ref-type="table"}), it is important to consider these inter-subject variability factors regarding the outcome of inferential analysis ([@bib0049]; [@bib0067]; [@bib0006]; [@bib0065]).

A vital consideration for the current meta-analysis and for fMRI methodology in general, is that the vasculature that underlies the BOLD signal can be impaired following brain trauma. Alterations in cerebral blood flow, perfusion, and vascular reactivity have all been found following mTBI ([@bib0003]; [@bib0004]; [@bib0032]; [@bib0066]; [@bib0081]). Alteration in the cerebrovascular dynamics can lead to subsequent change in the ratio of intravascular oxy- to deoxyhemoglobin, which contribute to the BOLD signal ([@bib0008]; [@bib0033]). For example, a recent series of fMRI studies found that the shape and magnitude of the signal can differentiate between a sample of mTBI patients and controls ([@bib0001], [@bib0002]). While the authors found signal disturbance within several areas in the mTBI group, most cortical and subcortical regions involved during the visual tracking tasks were normal. Therefore, it remains to be known whether these secondary pathophysiological changes affect the BOLD signal across the entire brain or only the most vulnerable areas ([@bib0052]). Ideally, future studies should measure baseline cerebrovascular parameters (e.g. cerebral blood flow) to partial out any potential effect of neurovascular uncoupling due to alterations in vascular physiology.

Compared to previous coordinate-based meta-analyses, we used the latest version of ALE software and included several additional studies not previously incorporated ([@bib0018]; [@bib0040]; van der Horn et al., 2016; [@bib0083]). Additionally, we did not include any study that used an explicit ROI analysis ([@bib0030]; [@bib0054], [@bib0055]; [@bib0073]) or adolescent population ([@bib0044]; [@bib0064]). While our study represents the most up-to-date literature search of fMRI findings in mTBI, our conservative inclusion criteria limited the total number of experiments available. Owing to the low numbers of experiments, our ALE meta-analysis may not have had enough power to completely partial out subject-specific variation ([@bib0061]). Separate exploratory meta-analyses investigating the effect of task domain and type, behavioral performance, time after injury, age, and corrected threshold contrast could not be performed due to strict inclusion criteria and the number of experiments available ([@bib0021]). Future studies addressing these variations will lead to improved research outcomes and a better understanding of the impaired functional networks that may underlie cognitive dysfunction in mTBI.

5. Conclusion {#sec0011}
=============

In summary, the present meta-analysis employed a coordinate-based ALE approach to identify affected brain areas relating to cognitive dysfunction following mTBI. We used GingerALE v.2.3.6 (brainmap.org/ale), a version of ALE that has fixed errors in both FDR and FWE cluster-level thresholding calculation codes identified in previous versions of the program. Our results revealed neural activation differences across a variety of cognitive tasks, with the mTBI group displaying hypoactivation within the right MFG. Consistent with prior meta-analyses ([@bib0007]; [@bib0024]) this finding suggests that the prefrontal region may be particularly affected following mTBI. However, although these results are in support of functional change in the neuroanatomical region of the MFG, the direction of change (i.e. greater or lesser activation) and the underlying causes remain unclear and require future study.
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Appendix 1. Search Strategies for Databases {#sec0014}
===========================================

Database (s): MEDLINE 1946 to Present with Daily Update {#sec0015}
-------------------------------------------------------

**Search Strategy:\#Searches**1exp Craniocerebral Trauma/2Brain Edema/3Glasgow Coma Scale/4Glasgow Outcome Scale/5exp Unconsciousness/6exp Cerebrovascular Trauma/7Pneumocephalus/8Epilepsy, Post-Traumatic/9(Glasgow adj (coma or outcome) adj (scale\* or score\*)).ti,ab,kw.10rancho los amigos scale.ti,ab,kw.11(diffuse axonal injury or diffuse axonal injuries).ti,ab,kw.12exp Cerebral Hemorrhage/13(injur\* or trauma\* or damag\* or wound\* or fractur\* or contusion\* or haematoma\* or hematoma\* or haemorrhag\* or hemorrhag\* or pressur\* or lesion\* or destruction\* or oedema\* or edema\* or contusion\* or concus\* or swell\* or bleed\*).ti,ab,kw.14Brain Injuries/151 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 or 6 or 7 or 8 or 9 or 10 or 11 or 12 or 13 or 1416(mild\* or minor).ti,ab,kw.17(mtbi or mhi).ti,ab,kw.18(concuss\* adj4 (symptoms or syndrome\*)).ti,ab,kw.19(postconcuss\* or post-concuss\*).ti,ab,kw.20((posttraum\* or post-traum\*) adj4 (symptom\* or complaint\*)).ti,ab,kw.2116 or 17 or 18 or 19 or 2022exp Neuroimaging/23exp Magnetic Resonance Imaging/24(mri or neuroimag\* or fmri).ti,ab,kw.25((function\* or magnetic or brain or neuro) adj3 (mri or imag\* or resonance)).ti,ab,kw.26exp Blood Volume/27exp Hemoglobins/me \[Metabolism\]28exp Oxygen/me \[Metabolism\]29exp Oxygen Consumption/30Oxyhemoglobins/me \[Metabolism\]31exp Brain/bs, me, ph \[Blood Supply, Metabolism, Physiology\]32(\"blood oxygen level dependent\" or BOLD or \"BOLD effect\" or \"BOLD signal\" or oxyhemoglobin or deoxyhemoglobin).ti,ab,kw.3322 or 23 or 24 or 25 or 26 or 27 or 28 or 29 or 30 or 31 or 3234Memory Disorders/35Memory/36Cognition/37Executive Function/38(executive adj4 dysfunction\*).ti,ab,kw.39Cognition Disorders/40Motor Skills/41functionality.ti,ab,kw.42memor\*.ti,ab,kw.43((executive function\* or cognit\* or attention or memory) adj3 (disorder\* or dysfunction or impaired or impairment or difficult\* or problem\* or disability)).ti,ab,kw.44((organiz\* or organis\* or plan\* or manag\* or \"problem solving\" or \"decision making\") adj3 (disorder\* or dysfunction or impaired or impairment or difficult\* or problem\* or disability)).ti,ab,kw.4534 or 35 or 36 or 37 or 38 or 39 or 40 or 41 or 42 or 43 or 444615 and 21 and 33 and 45**47limit 46 to (english language and yr = \"1990 -Current\")**

Database (s): EMBASE + EMBASE Classic {#sec0016}
-------------------------------------

**Search Strategy:\#Searches**1exp head injury/2brain edema/3Glasgow coma scale/4Glasgow outcome scale/5exp unconsciousness/6exp cerebrovascular accident/7pneumocephalus/8traumatic epilepsy/9(Glasgow adj (coma or outcome) adj (scale\* or score\*)).ti,ab,kw.10rancho los amigos scale.ti,ab,kw.11(diffuse axonal injury or diffuse axonal injuries).ti,ab,kw.12exp brain hemorrhage/13(injur\* or trauma\* or damag\* or wound\* or fractur\* or contusion\* or haematoma\* or hematoma\* or haemorrhag\* or hemorrhag\* or pressur\* or lesion\* or destruction\* or oedema\* or edema\* or contusion\* or concus\* or swell\* or bleed\*).ti,ab,kw.14brain injury/151 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 or 6 or 7 or 8 or 9 or 10 or 11 or 12 or 13 or 1416(mild\* or minor).ti,ab,kw.17(mtbi or mhi).ti,ab,kw.18(concuss\* adj4 (symptoms or syndrome\*)).ti,ab,kw.19(postconcuss\* or post-concuss\*).ti,ab,kw.20((posttraum\* or post-traum\*) adj4 (symptom\* or complaint\*)).ti,ab,kw.2116 or 17 or 18 or 19 or 2022exp neuroimaging/23exp nuclear magnetic resonance imaging/24(mri or neuroimag\* or fmri).ti,ab,kw.25((function\* or magnetic or brain or neuro) adj3 (mri or imag\* or resonance)).ti,ab,kw.26blood volume/27exp oxygen consumption/28(exp hemoglobin/ or exp oxygen/ or oxyhemoglobin/ or exp brain/) and exp metabolism/29exp brain/ and (vascularization/ or blood supply.mp. or pysiology/) \[mp = title, abstract, heading word, drug trade name, original title, device manufacturer, drug manufacturer, device trade name, keyword\]30(\"blood oxygen level dependent\" or BOLD or \"BOLD effect\" or \"BOLD signal\" or oxyhemoglobin or deoxyhemoglobin).ti,ab,kw.3122 or 23 or 24 or 25 or 26 or 27 or 28 or 29 or 3032exp memory disorder/33memory/34cognition/35executive function/36(executive adj4 dysfunction\*).ti,ab,kw.37cognitive defect/38motor performance/39functionality.ti,ab,kw.40memor\*.ti,ab,kw.41((executive function\* or cognit\* or attention or memory) adj3 (disorder\* or dysfunction or impaired or impairment or difficult\* or problem\* or disability)).ti,ab,kw.42((organiz\* or organis\* or plan\* or manag\* or \"problem solving\" or \"decision making\") adj3 (disorder\* or dysfunction or impaired or impairment or difficult\* or problem\* or disability)).ti,ab,kw.4332 or 33 or 34 or 35 or 36 or 37 or 38 or 39 or 40 or 41 or 424415 and 21 and 31 and 43**45limit 44 to (english language and yr = \"1990 -Current\")**

Database (s): PsycINFO {#sec0017}
----------------------

**Search Strategy:\#Searches**1exp traumatic brain injury/2Brain Edema.mp.3Unconscious\*.mp.4exp head injuries/5brain damage/6Pneumocephalus.mp.7Post-Traumatic Epilepsy.mp.8(Glasgow adj (coma or outcome) adj (scale\* or score\*)).mp.9rancho los amigos scale.mp.10(diffuse axonal injury or diffuse axonal injuries).mp.11exp Cerebral Hemorrhage/12(injur\* or trauma\* or damag\* or wound\* or fractur\* or contusion\* or haematoma\* or hematoma\* or haemorrhag\* or hemorrhag\* or pressur\* or lesion\* or destruction\* or oedema\* or edema\* or contusion\* or concus\* or swell\* or bleed\*).mp.131 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 or 6 or 7 or 8 or 9 or 10 or 11 or 1214(mild\* or minor).mp.15(mtbi or mhi).mp.16(concuss\* adj4 (symptoms or syndrome\*)).mp.17(postconcuss\* or post-concuss\*).mp.18((posttraum\* or post-traum\*) adj4 (symptom\* or complaint\*)).mp.1914 or 15 or 16 or 17 or 1820exp neuroimaging/21(mri or neuroimag\* or fmri).mp.22((function\* or magnetic or brain or neuro) adj3 (mri or imag\* or resonance)).mp.23exp Blood Volume/24exp HEMOGLOBIN/25exp OXYGEN/26Oxygen Consumption.mp.27Oxyhemoglobins.mp.28exp BRAIN/29(\"blood oxygen level dependent\" or BOLD or \"BOLD effect\" or \"BOLD signal\" or oxyhemoglobin or deoxyhemoglobin).mp.3020 or 21 or 22 or 23 or 24 or 25 or 26 or 27 or 28 or 2931exp memory disorders/32exp memory/33cognition/34exp executive function/35(executive adj4 dysfunction\*).mp.36exp Cognitive Impairment/ or Cognition Disorders.mp.37exp Motor Skills/38functionality.mp.39memor\*.tw.40((executive function\* or cognit\* or attention or memory) adj3 (disorder\* or dysfunction or impaired or impairment or difficult\* or problem\* or disability)).mp.41((organiz\* or organis\* or plan\* or manag\* or \"problem solving\" or \"decision making\") adj3 (disorder\* or dysfunction or impaired or impairment or difficult\* or problem\* or disability)).mp.4231 or 32 or 33 or 34 or 35 or 36 or 37 or 38 or 39 or 40 or 414313 and 19 and 30 and 42**44limit 43 to (english language and yr = \"1990 -Current\")**

Database (s): AMED (Allied and Complementary Medicine) {#sec0018}
------------------------------------------------------

**Search Strategy:\#Searches**1exp Brain injuries/2head injuries/3Brain Edema.mp.4exp Unconsciousness/5Pneumocephalus.mp.6Post-Traumatic Epilepsy.mp.7(Glasgow adj (coma or outcome) adj (scale\* or score\*)).mp.8rancho los amigos scale.mp.9(diffuse axonal injury or diffuse axonal injuries).mp.10cerebral hemorrhage/11(injur\* or trauma\* or damag\* or wound\* or fractur\* or contusion\* or haematoma\* or hematoma\* or haemorrhag\* or hemorrhag\* or pressur\* or lesion\* or destruction\* or oedema\* or edema\* or contusion\* or concus\* or swell\* or bleed\*).mp.121 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 or 6 or 7 or 8 or 9 or 10 or 1113(mild\* or minor).mp.14(mtbi or mhi).mp.15(concuss\* adj4 (symptoms or syndrome\*)).mp.16(postconcuss\* or post-concuss\*).mp.17((posttraum\* or post-traum\*) adj4 (symptom\* or complaint\*)).mp.1813 or 14 or 15 or 16 or 1719exp diagnostic imaging/20(mri or neuroimag\* or fmri).mp.21((function\* or magnetic or brain or neuro) adj3 (mri or imag\* or resonance)).mp.22Blood Volume.mp.23hemoglobins/24Oxygen/25Oxygen consumption/26Oxyhemoglobin\*.mp.27Brain/28(\"blood oxygen level dependent\" or BOLD or \"BOLD effect\" or \"BOLD signal\" or oxyhemoglobin or deoxyhemoglobin).mp.2919 or 20 or 21 or 22 or 23 or 24 or 25 or 26 or 27 or 2830Memory disorders/31Memory/32Cognition/33(executive adj4 (function\* or dysfunction\*)).mp.34Cognition disorders/35Motor skills/36functionality.mp.37memor\*.mp.38((executive function\* or cognit\* or attention or memory) adj3 (disorder\* or dysfunction or impaired or impairment or difficult\* or problem\* or disability)).mp.39((organiz\* or organis\* or plan\* or manag\* or \"problem solving\" or \"decision making\") adj3 (disorder\* or dysfunction or impaired or impairment or difficult\* or problem\* or disability)).mp.4030 or 31 or 32 or 33 or 34 or 35 or 36 or 37 or 38 or 394112 and 18 and 29 and 40**42limit 41 to (english and yr = \"1990 -Current\")**

Database (s): MEDLINE In-Process & Other Non-Indexed Citations {#sec0019}
--------------------------------------------------------------

**Search Strategy:\#Searches**1Unconscious\*.mp.2Pneumocephalus.mp.3Post-Traumatic Epilepsy.mp.4(Glasgow adj (coma or outcome) adj (scale\* or score\*)).mp.5rancho los amigos scale.mp.6(diffuse axonal injury or diffuse axonal injuries).mp.7(injur\* or trauma\* or damag\* or wound\* or fractur\* or contusion\* or haematoma\* or hematoma\* or haemorrhag\* or hemorrhag\* or pressur\* or lesion\* or destruction\* or oedema\* or edema\* or contusion\* or concus\* or swell\* or bleed\*).mp.81 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 or 6 or 79(mild\* or minor).mp.10(mtbi or mhi).mp.11(concuss\* adj4 (symptoms or syndrome\*)).mp.12(postconcuss\* or post-concuss\*).mp.13((posttraum\* or post-traum\*) adj4 (symptom\* or complaint\*)).mp.149 or 10 or 11 or 12 or 1315(mri or neuroimag\* or fmri or imag\* or resonance).mp.16Blood Volume.mp.17Hemoglobin\*.mp.18Oxygen.mp.19Oxyhemoglobin\*.mp.20brain.mp.21(\"blood oxygen level dependent\" or BOLD or \"BOLD effect\" or \"BOLD signal\" or oxyhemoglobin or deoxyhemoglobin).mp.22Cognition.mp.23(executive adj4 (function\* or dysfunction\*)).mp.24Motor Skills.mp.25functionality.mp.26memor\*.mp.27((executive function\* or cognit\* or attention or memory) adj3 (disorder\* or dysfunction or impaired or impairment or difficult\* or problem\* or disability)).mp.28((organiz\* or organis\* or plan\* or manag\* or \"problem solving\" or \"decision making\") adj3 (disorder\* or dysfunction or impaired or impairment or difficult\* or problem\* or disability)).mp.2915 or 16 or 17 or 18 or 19 or 20 or 213022 or 23 or 24 or 25 or 26 or 27 or 28318 and 14 and 29 and 30**32limit 31 to (english language and yr = \"1990 -Current\")**

Database (s): CINAHL {#sec0020}
--------------------

**Search Strategy:\#Query**S1(MH \"Head Injuries+\")S2(MH \"Cerebral Edema\")S3(MH \"Glasgow Coma Scale\")S4(MH \"Unconsciousness+\")S5(MH \"Pneumocephalus\")S6(MH \"Epilepsy, Post-Traumatic\")S7TI ((Glasgow n1 (coma or outcome) n1 (scale\* or score\*))) OR AB ((Glasgow n1 (coma or outcome) n1 (scale\* or score\*)))S8TI (rancho los amigos scale) OR AB (rancho los amigos scale)S9TI ((diffuse axonal injury or diffuse axonal injuries)) OR AB ((diffuse axonal injury or diffuse axonal injuries))S10(MH \"Cerebral Hemorrhage+\")S11TI ((injur\* or trauma\* or damag\* or wound\* or fractur\* or contusion\* or haematoma\* or hematoma\* or haemorrhag\* or hemorrhag\* or pressur\* or lesion\* or destruction\* or oedema\* or edema\* or contusion\* or concus\* or swell\* or bleed\*)) OR AB ((injur\* or trauma\* or damag\* or wound\* or fractur\* or contusion\* or haematoma\* or hematoma\* or haemorrhag\* or hemorrhag\* or pressur\* or lesion\* or destruction\* or oedema\* or edema\* or contusion\* or concus\* or swell\* or bleed\*))S12S1 OR S2 OR S3 OR S4 OR S5 OR S6 OR S7 OR S8 OR S9 OR S10 OR S11S13TI ((mild\* or minor)) OR AB ((mild\* or minor))S14TI ((mtbi or mhi)) OR AB ((mtbi or mhi))S15TI ((concuss\* n4 (symptoms or syndrome\*))) OR AB ((concuss\* n4 (symptoms or syndrome\*)))S16TI ((postconcuss\* or post-concuss\*)) OR AB ((postconcuss\* or post-concuss\*))S17TI (((posttraum\* or post-traum\*) n4 (symptom\* or complaint\*))) OR AB (((posttraum\* or post-traum\*) n4 (symptom\* or complaint\*)))S18S13 OR S14 OR S15 OR S16 OR S17S19(MH \"Neuroradiography+\")S20(MH \"Magnetic Resonance Imaging+\")S21(MH \"Diagnostic Imaging\")S22TI ((mri or neuroimag\* or fmri)) OR AB ((mri or neuroimag\* or fmri))S23TI (((function\* or magnetic or brain or neuro) n3 (mri or imag\* or resonance))) OR AB (((function\* or magnetic or brain or neuro) n3 (mri or imag\* or resonance)))S24(MH \"Blood Volume+\")S25(MH \"Hemoglobins+/ME\")S26(MH \"Oxygen+/ME\")S27(MH \"Oxygen Consumption+\")S28TI Oxyhemoglobin\* OR AB Oxyhemoglobin\*S29(MH \"Brain+/PH/ME/BS\")S30TI ((\"blood oxygen level dependent\" or BOLD or \"BOLD effect\" or \"BOLD signal\" or oxyhemoglobin or deoxyhemoglobin)) OR AB ((\"blood oxygen level dependent\" or BOLD or \"BOLD effect\" or \"BOLD signal\" or oxyhemoglobin or deoxyhemoglobin))S31S19 OR S20 OR S21 OR S22 OR S23 OR S24 OR S25 OR S26 OR S27 OR S28 OR S29 OR S30S32(MH \"Memory Disorders+\")S33(MH \"Memory\")S34(MH \"Cognition\")S35(MH \"Executive Function\")S36TI (executive n4 dysfunction\*) OR AB (executive n4 dysfunction\*)S37(MH \"Cognition Disorders\")S38(MH \"Motor Skills\")S39TI functionality OR AB functionalityS40TI memor\* OR AB memor\*S41TI (((executive function\* or cognit\* or attention or memory) n3 (disorder\* or dysfunction or impaired or impairment or difficult\* or problem\* or disability))) OR AB (((executive function\* or cognit\* or attention or memory) n3 (disorder\* or dysfunction or impaired or impairment or difficult\* or problem\* or disability)))S42TI (((organiz\* or organis\* or plan\* or manag\* or \"problem solving\" or \"decision making\") n3 (disorder\* or dysfunction or impaired or impairment or difficult\* or problem\* or disability))) OR AB (((organiz\* or organis\* or plan\* or manag\* or \"problem solving\" or \"decision making\") n3 (disorder\* or dysfunction or impaired or impairment or difficult\* or problem\* or disability)))S43S32 OR S33 OR S34 OR S35 OR S36 OR S37 OR S38 OR S39 OR S40 OR S41 OR S42**S44S12 AND S18 AND S31 AND S43 limited to English and 1990+**

Database (s): COCHRANE LIBRARY {#sec0021}
------------------------------

**Search Strategy:IDSearch Hits**\#1MeSH descriptor: \[Craniocerebral Trauma\] explode all trees\#2MeSH descriptor: \[Brain Edema\] this term only\#3MeSH descriptor: \[Glasgow Coma Scale\] this term only\#4MeSH descriptor: \[Glasgow Outcome Scale\] this term only\#5MeSH descriptor: \[Unconsciousness\] explode all trees\#6MeSH descriptor: \[Cerebrovascular Trauma\] explode all trees\#7MeSH descriptor: \[Pneumocephalus\] this term only\#8MeSH descriptor: \[Epilepsy, Post-Traumatic\] this term only\#9(Glasgow near (coma or outcome) near (scale\* or score\*)):ti,ab,kw\#10rancho los amigos scale:ti,ab,kw\#11(diffuse axonal injury or diffuse axonal injuries):ti,ab,kw\#12MeSH descriptor: \[Cerebral Hemorrhage\] explode all trees\#13(injur\* or trauma\* or damag\* or wound\* or fractur\* or contusion\* or haematoma\* or hematoma\* or haemorrhag\* or hemorrhag\* or pressur\* or lesion\* or destruction\* or oedema\* or edema\* or contusion\* or concus\* or swell\* or bleed\*):ti,ab,kw\#14MeSH descriptor: \[Brain Injuries\] this term only\#15{or \#1-\#14}\#16(mild\* or minor):ti,ab,kw\#17(mtbi or mhi):ti,ab,kw\#18(concuss\* near/4 (symptoms or syndrome\*)):ti,ab,kw\#19(postconcuss\* or post-concuss\*):ti,ab,kw\#20((posttraum\* or post-traum\*) near/4 (symptom\* or complaint\*)):ti,ab,kw\#21{or \#16-\#20}\#22MeSH descriptor: \[Neuroimaging\] explode all trees\#23MeSH descriptor: \[Magnetic Resonance Imaging\] explode all trees\#24(mri or neuroimag\* or fmri):ti,ab,kw\#25((function\* or magnetic or brain or neuro) near/3 (mri or imag\* or resonance)):ti,ab,kw\#26MeSH descriptor: \[Blood Volume\] explode all trees\#27MeSH descriptor: \[Hemoglobins\] explode all trees and with qualifier(s): \[Metabolism - ME\]\#28MeSH descriptor: \[Oxygen\] explode all trees and with qualifier(s): \[Metabolism - ME\]\#29MeSH descriptor: \[Oxygen Consumption\] explode all trees\#30MeSH descriptor: \[Oxyhemoglobins\] this term only and with qualifier(s): \[Metabolism - ME\]\#31MeSH descriptor: \[Brain\] explode all trees and with qualifier(s): \[Blood supply - BS, Metabolism - ME, Physiology - PH\]\#32(\"blood oxygen level dependent\" or BOLD or \"BOLD effect\" or \"BOLD signal\" or oxyhemoglobin or deoxyhemoglobin):ti,ab,kw\#33{or \#22-\#32}\#34MeSH descriptor: \[Memory Disorders\] this term only\#35MeSH descriptor: \[Memory\] this term only\#36MeSH descriptor: \[Cognition\] this term only\#37MeSH descriptor: \[Executive Function\] this term only\#38(executive near/4 dysfunction\*):ti,ab,kw\#39MeSH descriptor: \[Cognition Disorders\] this term only\#40MeSH descriptor: \[Motor Skills\] this term only\#41functionality:ti,ab,kw\#42memor\*:ti,ab,kw\#43((executive function\* or cognit\* or attention or memory) near/3 (disorder\* or dysfunction or impaired or impairment or difficult\* or problem\* or disability)):ti,ab,kw\#44((organiz\* or organis\* or plan\* or manag\* or \"problem solving\" or \"decision making\") near/3 (disorder\* or dysfunction or impaired or impairment or difficult\* or problem\* or disability)):ti,ab,kw\#45{or \#34-\#44}**\#46{and \#15, \#21, \#33, \#45}**

Database (s): SCOPUS {#sec0022}
--------------------

**Search Strategy:**

TITLE-ABS-KEY((Glasgow w/1 (coma or outcome) w/1 (scale\* or score\*)) or unconscious\* or Pneumocephalus or \"rancho los amigos scale\" or injur\* or trauma\* or damag\* or wound\* or fractur\* or contusion\* or haematoma\* or hematoma\* or haemorrhag\* or hemorrhag\* or pressur\* or lesion\* or destruction\* or oedema\* or edema\* or contusion\* or concus\* or swell\* or bleed\*) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY(Mild\* or minor or mtbi or (concuss\* w/4 (symptom\* or syndrome\*)) or (postconcuss\* or post-concuss\*) or ((posttraum\* or post-traum\*) w/4 (symptom\* or complaint\*))) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY(mri or neuroimag\* or fmri or ((function\* or magnetic or brain or neuro) w/3 (mri or imag\* or resonance)) or Blood Volume or Hemoglobins or Oxygen or brain or (\"blood oxygen level dependent\" or BOLD or oxyhemoglobin or deoxyhemoglobin)) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY(memor\* or cognition or Executive Function or (executive and dysfunction\*) or Motor Skills or functionality or ((executive function\* or cognit\* or attention or memory) and (disorder\* or dysfunction or impaired or impairment or difficult\* or problem\* or disability)) or ((organiz\* or organis\* or plan\* or manag\* or \"problem solving\" or \"decision making\") and (disorder\* or dysfunction or impaired or impairment or difficult\* or problem\* or disability))

Database (s): INFORMIT HEALTH COLLECTION {#sec0023}
----------------------------------------

**Search Strategy:**

((Glasgow AND (coma OR outcome) AND (scale\* OR score\*)) OR unconscious\* OR Pneumocephalus OR "rancho los amigos scale" OR injur\* OR trauma\* OR damag\* OR wound\* OR fractur\* OR contusion\* OR haematoma\* OR hematoma\* OR haemorrhag\* OR hemorrhag\* OR pressur\* OR lesion\* OR destruction\* OR oedema\* OR edema\* OR contusion\* OR concus\* OR swell\* OR bleed\*) AND (Mild\* OR minor OR mtbi OR (concuss\* AND (symptom\* OR syndrome\*)) OR (postconcuss\* OR post-concuss\*) OR ((posttraum\* OR post-traum\*) AND (symptom\* OR complaint\*))) AND (mri OR neuroimag\* OR fmri OR ((function\* OR magnetic OR brain OR neuro) AND (mri OR imag\* OR resonance)) OR Blood Volume OR Hemoglobins OR Oxygen OR brain OR (\"blood oxygen level dependent\" OR BOLD OR oxyhemoglobin OR deoxyhemoglobin)) AND (memor\* OR cognition OR Executive Function OR (executive AND dysfunction\*) OR Motor Skills OR functionality OR ((executive function\* OR cognit\* OR attention OR memory) AND (disorder\* OR dysfunction OR impaired OR impairment OR difficult\* OR problem\* OR disability)) OR ((organiz\* OR organis\* OR plan\* OR manag\* OR \"problem solving\" OR \"decision making\") AND (disorder\* OR dysfunction OR impaired OR impairment OR difficult\* OR problem\* OR disability)))

The authors thank Debbie Booth from the University of Newcastle for her assistance with the initial database search.

[^1]: Note: ACRM: American Congress of Rehabilitation Medicine; BDI-2: Beck Depression Inventory--Second Edition; CT: computed tomography; EFNS: European Federation of Neurological Societies; fMRI: functional magnetic resonance imaging; GCS: Glasgow Coma Scale; ImPACT: immediate post-concussion assessment and cognitive testing; ICCIS: international conference on concussion in sport; LOC: loss of consciousness; mTBI: mild traumatic brain injury; N: number; NR: not reported; NSI: Neurobehavioral Symptom Inventory; PCC: post-concussion complaints; PTA: post-traumatic amnesia; RPQ: Rivermead Post-Concussion Questionnaire; SCAT 2: Sport Concussion Assessment Tool 2; STAI: State-Trait Anxiety Inventory; SD: standard deviation.

[^2]: Note: AFNI: analysis of functional neuroimages software package; FDR: false discovery rate; FWE: familywise error; fMRI: functional magnetic resonance imaging; HC: healthy controls; SPM: statistical parametric mapping; T: tesla; mTBI: mild traumatic brain injury.

[^3]: Note: Analyses were run with a cluster-level family wise error rate-corrected threshold of *p* \< .05, and a cluster-forming threshold at voxel-level *p* \< .001 with 1000 permutations. BA: Brodmann area; MNI: Montreal Neurological Institute; mTBI: mild traumatic brain injury.
